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WELCOME  欢迎  ЖЕЛАННЫЙ  TERVETULOA
WITAMY  어서 오십시오  HERZLICH WILLKOMMEN

MIX & MATCH 3
Questions to challenge comprehension on a wide range of common issues…Including hockey!

1. What is the term for a child between the ages of 13 to 17? ____________________________
2. Generally, what colour is the sky? _____________________________
3. What is the term for the people who enforce the rules on the ice in hockey? __________________
4. What holiday comes immediately after Christmas in North America? ________________________
5. What happens if a regular season NHL game ends in a tie? (circle one)
a) A short overtime period then a shootout
b) Repeated overtime periods until the time is broken
6. The American Black Bear and the Grizzly are only found in North America. Which bear is bigger?
(circle one)
a) Grizzly Bear
b) American Black Bear
7. What does the idiom (a common local phrase) “It’s right up your alley” mean? (circle one)
a) It’s something you would really like.
b) It’s close to your home.
8. When a player enters the offensive zone before the puck it is called…? _____________________
9. A knife, fork, and spoon are most commonly seen on a: (circle one)
a) A kitchen table
b) A coffee table
10. Every new play in hockey begins with what? __________________________________________

1. What is the term for a child between the ages of 13 to 17?
•

A child between the ages of 13 and 17 is called a teenager.

2. Generally, what colour is the sky?
•

The sky is generally blue.

3. What is the term for the people who enforce the rules on the ice in hockey?

•

The referees

4. What holiday comes immediately after Christmas in North America?
•

The holiday that follows right after Christmas is called Boxing Day.

5. What happens if a regular season NHL game ends in a tie?
•

A short overtime period then a shootout

6. The American Black Bear and the Grizzly are only found in North America. Which bear is
bigger?
•

Grizzly Bear

7. What does the idiom (a common local phrase) “It’s right up your alley” mean?
•

It’s something you would really like.

8. When a player enters the offensive zone before the puck it is called…?
•

An offside.

ANSWERS:

9. A knife, fork, and spoon are most commonly seen on a:
•

A kitchen table

10. Every new play in hockey begins with what?

•

Every play begins with a faceoff

ANSWERS:
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